Advanced clustering methods for identifying bioactive molecular conformations
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Methods

Objectives
• Investigate

how Angiotensin II (AII) achieves
its bioactive conformation using

• Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
• Markov State Models (MSM) & Clustering

• Examine

the efficiency of clustering algorithms
for big datasets of biomolecules

Introduction

MD simulations for AII in two solvents (Water
& Water/Ethanol) and four temperatures (278,
298, 310, 323K), starting from 10 different
conformations.

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)

IQ-means (Inverted-Quantized k-means)[1] is a
method for fast approximate clustering.

MSM generate accurate coarse-grained
representations to gain an insight from MD
simulations.

(a) CA distances

(b) Metadata Representation
(color: end-to-end dist.)[5]

(c) k-means

(d) IQ-means

GROMOS clustering technique for conformations.
Angiotensin II is a hormone, which plays a vital role
in the regulation of blood pressure, in the conservation of total blood volume, and salt homeostasis. Previous studies of AII bioactive conformation,
when bound to the AT1 receptor, appeared to have
diverging results making it important to study the
intermolecular interactions of AII.
In this work we investigate the bioactive conformation of AII, using multiple trajectories from simulations, with Markov State Models (MSM). Also,
we validate the efficiency of an inverted-quantized
k-means algorithm (IQ-means), as a fast approximate clustering technique, on data from trajectories
of MD simulations with reasonable trade-offs between time and accuracy. Finally, we experiment
on Markov State Models using various clustering
techniques for the generation of microstates (IQmeans), macrostates and for the selection of the
macrostate representatives (GROMOS).

Figure: Schematic of the steps required for building MSM [2]

Simulation Results

Conclusions

Probability density plots of end-to-end distances (a,b) and populations (%) of U,I,E shaped structures (c)

(a) Water

Results I
MSM for Angiotensin II

(b) Water/Ethanol

(c)

Water

| Water/Ethanol

Results II
k-means vs IQ-means

AII appears to have more U-shaped (folded)
structures at Water/Ethanol solvent and higher
temperatures. The MDS eigenvalues appear to
consist a fine metadata representation respecting
the structural information of the conformations.
Also, IQ-means generates similar microstates
with k-means for MSM, while GROMOS representatives seem to give a good intuition for the
macrostates.
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Figure: AII binds to transmembrane protein receptor AT1.[4]
Simulations were performed in water & water-ethanol mixtures
to mimic the water-membrane interface as AII approaches AT1.

Figure: AII in Water/Ethanol, T=310K
MSM was build using PyEMMA 2[3]
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